ACADEMIC RECOVERY SEMINAR (ARS)

ARS 100 Reclaim, Regain, and Recover
A self-guided online course to support students on academic probation in developing and applying constructive academic recovery behaviors and skills with the goal of restoring academic good standing at UNCG.
Prerequisites: Permission of instructor.
Notes: Grade: Pass/Not Pass (P/NP).

ARS 120 Academic Connections in Education
Students returning from academic suspension will create meaningful connections with UNCG faculty and staff; develop an understanding of university academic policy; identify academic and personal goals; and generate solutions for academic challenges.
Prerequisites: Written permission required. Restricted to students returning to or continuing at UNCG after academic suspension;
Notes: Grade: Pass/Not Pass (P/NP).

ARS 140 Academic Coaching in Transitions
Students returning from academic dismissal will identify and apply personal strengths toward utilizing University policies and resources, building academic support networks, and developing an individualized plan for academic recovery.
Prerequisites: Written permission required. Restricted to students returning to or continuing at UNCG after academic dismissal;
Notes: Grade: Pass/Not Pass (P/NP).